JEEP TECHNICIAN JOINS
SEVEN SLOT OFF ROAD

Superior Service Specialising in Jeep and All 4WD’s

 Vehicle repairs & maintenance
 Logbook servicing
 Suspension installation and modifications

B

rett Mulhall has been employed
with Seven Slot Off Road since
January this year, but that’s not
to say it was his introduction to
the Jeeping world.
As a fully qualified Jeep Technician
and Chrysler trained Senior Mechanic,
he started his apprenticeship journey in
2007 with James Frizelle’s Jeep dealership
in Southport on the Gold Coast. This is
where he met Todd Avers, owner and
Director of Seven Slot Off Road, and the
pair have been inseparable ever since.
From that day forward Brett
developed a habit of riding on the coat tails
of Todd in the dealership world. This is
where he gained valuable knowledge and
training from the Chrysler brand and with
Todd as his mentor, the pair were bound
to work seamlessly well together.
Now, nine years on Todd says of
Brett, “he has followed me to most
workplaces over the years and we work
well together. He always knows exactly
what I am thinking and what move we need
to make next when fixing a vehicle. He gets
the job done.”
Like the cogs that turn a timing belt,
this duo work succinctly, eagerly and
swiftly to ensure the vehicle they are
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working on will not skip a beat. Brett
and Todd work together in all areas of
mechanics from repairs to service to the
intricacies of installation on four wheel
drive parts and accessories.
Upon asking Brett his favourite Jeep,
he said “definitely a JK Wrangler, doesn’t
matter whether it’s petrol or diesel I like
tinkering and pulling things apart and fixing
things in a Jeep”. Brett also loves to drive
off-road and hopes to own his very own
four door Jeep JK Wrangler one day.
Seven Slot Off Road recently

employed an apprentice for Brett to train,
so one would expect the legacy of Jeep
mentoring and the partnership carved
between Todd and Brett will now be
carried onwards by Brett Mulhall within
the Jeep brand.
Brett is currently completing an
Auto Electrical Certification to further
his knowledge and is always ready to be
at your service. He can be contacted on
(07) 3801 8185 or visit him at the Seven
Slot Off Road workshop located at 11/10
Burnside Road, Ormeau.

(off the shelf and custom design)
 4x4 fitouts and recovery equipment
 Supply and installation of all vehicle tow bars
 Airbag suspension systems
 Tyres
 Vehicle interior fitouts
(electrical, seating, draw systems)
 Custom fabrication work
 Brake upgrade and towing systems
 Complete camp site electrical and
charging systems
 Spray on ute liners (Raptor Liner)
 Roof racks
 Seven Slot Off Road merchandise
11/10 Burnside Road, Ormeau QLD 4208 (Exit 41 off M1)

(07) 3801 8185

www.sevenslot.com.au
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